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Theme Sharing

The Third Sunday In Ordinary Time
A Mission Statement
In today’s gospel, Luke brings us back to
Nazareth where Jesus has been brought up.
It is a Sabbath day and Jesus is in the
synagogue. He is given the scroll of the
prophet Isaiah to read. He finds the relevant
passage and begins to read: “The Spirit of
the Lord is upon me, because he has
anointed me to bring good news to the poor.
He has sent me to proclaim release to the
captives and recovery of sight to the blind, to
let the oppressed go free, and to proclaim
the year of the Lord’s favour.” Jesus then
rolls up the scroll, gives it back to the
attendant and sits down. With everyone
looking at him with eagerness, Jesus
declares: “Today this scripture has been
fulfilled in your hearing.” (Luke 4:16-21)
The “year of the Lord’s favour” means a year
pleasing to God, with salvation open to
everyone. Jesus’ aforesaid statement is truly
a declaration, at the beginning of his public
ministry, about his true identity, mission and
work here on earth. In essence, he is God
the Son; he has come to do his Father’s Will
and to execute the Father’s divine plan. The
day has come and Isaiah’s prophecy is now
fulfilled in the person of Jesus.
Luke’s account of Jesus preaching at his
hometown of Nazareth continues next
Sunday. We will hear that the Nazarenes are
initially amazed at his teaching. However
they begin to reject Jesus and even attempt
to kill him as he declines to perform miracles
on his own people on account of their lack of
faith. We will go to that in details next week.
For now, we will focus on the positive side of
today’s gospel on the “mission statement” of
our Lord Jesus Christ.
As we know, Jesus and his disciples were
Jews. So were most of the Christians in the
early Church. However, they soon suffered
persecution at the hands of their own people.
It was during these times that the gospel
was spreading rapidly among the Gentiles
(non-Jews) in their region and beyond.
Naturally, the feelings of the Jews were
mixed. On one hand, they were sad about
their own persecution and sufferings. On the
other hand they were happy to see the Good
News reaching out to the Gentiles. Such
mixed feelings can be observed throughout
the gospels.
Paul reminds us in the second reading that
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“through the same Spirit we were all
baptized into one body, whether Jews or
Greek, slaves or free”. In other words, we
belong to the same body, and we are parts
of the Body of Christ. We are all brothers
and sisters, since we have only one father –
our Heavenly Father.
But how should we look at the weaker and
seemingly irrelevant parts of this Mystical
Body of Christ? “The members of the body
that seem to be weaker are indispensable,”
says Paul, “and if one member suffers, all
suffer together with it; and if one member is
honoured, all rejoice together with it.” So if
we love God, we must love our brothers and
sisters, because we cannot separate one
from the other. According to prophet Isaiah, it
is our duty and obligation to bring the good
news to the poor, release people out of their
bondage, restore light to the blind and
ignorant, and relieve the sufferings of the
under-privileged. And this should have been
the mission statement for us and for every
Christian

Pope’s Monthly
Prayers Intention
. February General and Missionary

Intention

Universal: Care for Creation
That we may take good care of creation–a
gift freely given–cultivating and protecting it
for future generations.
Evangelization: Asia
That opportunities may increase for dialogue
and encounter between the Christian faith
and the peoples of Asia.

Misericordiae Vultus

Lord, will return to us and have pity on your
people. You will trample down our sins and
toss them into the depths of the sea.
The pages of the prophet Isaiah can also be
meditated upon concretely during this
season of prayer, fasting, and works of
charity: “Is not this the fast that I choose: to
loosen the bonds of wickedness, to undo the
thongs of the yoke, to let the oppressed go
free, and to break every yoke? Is it not to
share your bread with the hungry, and bring
the homeless poor into your house; when
you see the naked, to cover him, and not to
hide yourself from your own flesh? Then
shall your light break forth like the dawn, and
your healing shall spring up speedily; your
righteousness shall go before you, the glory
of the Lord shall be your rear guard. Then
you shall call, and the Lord will answer; you
shall cry, and he will say, here I am. If you
take away from the midst of you the yoke,
the pointing of the finger, and speaking
wickedness, if you pour yourself out for the
hungry and satisfy the desire of the afflicted,
then shall your light rise in the darkness and
your gloom be as the noonday. And the Lord
will guide you continually, and satisfy your
desire with good things, and make your
bones strong; and you shall be like a
watered garden, like a spring of water,
whose waters fail not”. To Be Continued.

Words of Life Reflection
If I had the gift of prophecy, knowing
secret things with all kinds of
knowledge, and had faith great
enough to remove mountains, but had
no love, I would be nothing. （1
Corinthians 13:2）

Extraordinary Jubilee of Mercy

Francis, Bishop of Rome, Servant of The
Servants of God, to all who read this letter
Grace, Mercy, and Peace.
The season of Lent during this Jubilee Year
should also be lived more intensely as a
privileged moment to celebrate and
experience God’s mercy. How many pages
of Sacred Scripture are appropriate for
meditation during the weeks of Lent to help
us rediscover the merciful face of the Father!
We can repeat the words of the prophet
Micah and make them our own: You, O Lord,
are a God who takes away iniquity and
pardons sin, who does not hold your anger
forever, but are pleased to show mercy. You,
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Diocese & Other News
An Evening of Eucharistic Adoration
with Silence & Sacred Music
In solidarity with those attending the
Eucharistic Congress in Cebu, all in the
Diocese of Calgary are invited and
encouraged to spend time in prayer before
the Blessed Sacrament during this week. An
evening of Eucharistic Adoration with silence
and sacred music will take place at St.
Mary’s Cathedral on Wednesday, January 27,
2016 from 6pm – 8pm. You are welcome to
attend for the entire time or in part.
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Support Catholic Education!

Calgary Catholic Education Foundation’s
second “Chance 2 Enhance” raffle is selling
tickets November 16, 2015 – February 14,
2016
The grand prize is a 2016 Volvo S60. Other
prizes include Westjet round-trip flights, hotel
packages, cash prizes and Flames and
Stampeder tickets. The draw date is
February 17, 2016.
Don’t miss the opportunity to win amazing
prizes, while supporting the education of
over 53,000 students in the Calgary Catholic
School District.
Visit their website at https://theccef.ca to buy
tickets and learn more about the work of
CCEF.

Retrouvaille Calgary March 2016

By taking the Retrouvaille program married
couples can learn to use practical
communication tools to bring greater
intimacy to their relationship. The Program
begins March 11-13, 2016. For information
about registering access their website at
www.helpourmarriagecalgary.com or call
403-879-7893 if you have further questions.

Our Annual Spring Open House
Wednesday, March 30, 2016 from 2:00 PM 5:00 PM
FCJ Retreat & Conference Centre invites you
to experience all that it has to offer on the
afternoon of Wednesday, March 30th from
2-5pm. We welcome friends, new and old, to
tour the facility and grounds, mingle while
enjoying the live music with our resource
team and FCJ Sisters as you sample tasty
treats and refreshments from the FCJ
Centre's kitchen.
Tours available from 2:30-4:30pm
This is a FREE event. RSVP required.

Parish Activities

Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament
on February 6
The February’s Exposition of the Blessed
Sacrament will be led by Knights of
Columbus on February 6 from 10am to
11am.
Fr. Nguyen will listen to Confession.
Parishioners are encouraged to attend.

5th Sunday Rosary
Matteo Ricci Council 10119 will be hosting
Rosary, 20 min. before the 10:00 & 11:30
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Mass on Sunday, January 31, 2016. A mini
K of C rosary ring will also be distributed to
the parishioners who attended, while
quantity lasts.

Movie Night – “Jubilee of Mercy”

Date: February 6 (Saturday)
Time: 6 pm Potluck,
6:30 pm – Videos,
Presentation, Discussion
Place: OLPH Upper Hall
Pope Francis on December 8, 2015 started
“The Jubilee of Mercy” by opening the holy
door in St. Peter's Basilica. The Jubilee has
three aims:
1. to contemplate the merciful face of
Jesus Christ;
2. to have a personal experience of the
Mystery of God’s Mercy;
3. to proclaim God’s Mercy by word and
deed.

Celebrate Chinese New year

To celebrate the Chinese New Year,
our parish will distribute the traditional Red
Packet to all parishioners after Masses on
February 6 and 7 in giving you the blessings
for the Chinese New Year!

Chinese New Year’s Thanksgiving
and Blessing Mass

Chinese New Year’s Thanksgiving and
Blessing Mass will be held on February 8
(Monday) at 9:00a.m.

Weekly Activities
Wed Jan 27
St. Angela School join us for Mass
Time: 9:00a.m.
Place: OLPH Church
Wed, Fri Jan 27, 29
OLPH Senior Centre
Time: 9:00a.m.-12:00 noon
Place: OLPH Church Upper Hall
Friday Jan 29
OLPH Scout
Time: 6:30pm.-8:30pm
Place: Upper Hall & Lower Hall
Saturday Jan 30
Legion of Mary ( meeting )
Time: 9:45a.m.
Place: K of C Room at OLPH Church
Tai Chi Lesson
Time: 10:00 a.m. - 12:30p.m.
Place: OLPH Church Lower Hall
Yoga beginner class
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Time: 11:30 a.m. - 12:45p.m.
Place: OLPH Church Upper Hall
R. C.I.A (Mandarin)
Time: 3:00 p.m. - 5:00p.m.
Place: K of C Room
Sunday Jan 31
R. C.I.A (Cantonese and English)
Time: 9:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Place: OLPH Church Lower Hall
Sunday School
Time: 10:00a.m.-1:00p.m.
Place: OLPH Church Office Building

Let There Be Light
An Apple Tree
Take a look at an apple tree. There might be
five hundred apples on the tree, but each
apple has just ten seeds. That's a lot of
seeds!
We might ask, "Why would you need so
many seeds to grow just a few more apple
trees?"
Nature has something to teach us here. It's
telling us: "Not all seeds grow. In life, most
seeds never grow. So if you really want to
make something happen, you had better try
more than once." This might mean:
You'll attend twenty interviews to get one job.
You'll interview forty people to find one good
employee. You'll talk to fifty people to sell
one house, one car, one vacuum cleaner,
one insurance policy, or a business idea.
And you might meet a hundred
acquaintances just to find one special
friend .
When we understand the "Law of the Seed",
we don't get so disappointed. We stop
feeling like victims. We learn how to deal
with things that happen to us.
Laws of nature are not things to take
personally. We just need to understand them
- and work with them.

Stories Faith Sharing
Is He Listening?
My God, my God, why have you forsaken
me? Matthew 27:46
“Sometimes it feels as if God isn’t listening to
me.” Those words, from a woman who tried
to stay strong in her walk with God while
coping with an alcoholic husband, echo the
heartcry of many believers. For many years,
she asked God to change her husband. Yet
it never happened.
What are we to think when we repeatedly
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ask God for something good—something
that could easily glorify Him—but the answer
doesn’t come? Is He listening or not?
Let’s look at the life of the Savior. In the
garden of Gethsemane, He agonized for
hours in prayer, pouring out His heart and
pleading, “Let this cup pass from Me”. But
the Father’s answer was clearly “No.” To
provide salvation, God had to send Jesus to
die on the cross. Even though Jesus felt as if
His Father had forsaken Him, He prayed
intensely and passionately because He
trusted that God was listening.
When we pray, we may not see how God is
working or understand how He will bring
good through it all. So we have to trust Him.
We relinquish our rights and let God do what
is best.
We must leave the unknowable to the
all-knowing One. He is listening and working
things out His way.
Lord, we don’t need to know the reason our
prayers sometimes go unanswered. Help us
just to wait for Your time, because You are
good.
When we bend our knees to pray, God
bends His ear to listen.

Read More Know More
The Miracles of Jesus Christ
In the Greek New Testament, the Synoptic
word for miracle is δύναμις (act of power),
the origin of our English words dynamic and
dynamite. John in his Gospel utilizes the
word σημεῖον (sign). The word τέρας
(wonder) is found in the works of the
Apostles in the Book of Acts.
The symbolic element of the miracle
becomes primary in John. For example, in
John 9, the interest in giving sight to the man
born blind is not just the gift of sight, but in
his coming to the spiritual insight of faith, an
insight made possible by Jesus, the light of
the world. The Gospel of John enumerates
seven signs of Jesus: he turns water into
wine at the wedding feast of Cana (2:1-12);
the healing of an official's son in Capernaum
(4:43-54); the healing of a paralytic on the
Sabbath by the pool in Bethesda (5:1-47);
the feeding of the five thousand (6:1-14);
walking on water (6:16-21); the healing of a
man born blind (9:1-41); and the resurrection
of Lazarus (11:1-57). John also records
three appearances of Christ to his disciples
following his Resurrection. The Gospels
record twelve miracles in Capernaum, more
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than anywhere else in the Holy Land.
The third millennium is more receptive to
miracles as compared to the skepticism of
the post-Enlightenment.Case records of
inexplicable cures from cancer, the healings
at Lourdes, France, and Fatima, Portugal,
and reports of near-death experiences have
produced an openness to the miraculous.
While Christ Jesus performed innumerable
healings and exorcisms (Matthew 8:16-17,
Mark 1:32-34, Luke 6:17-19).

˜˂ʙԖ
γ౪ଳɏ˜˂
ʎʪࠓိف႕k
߃ዻԠԹɁϮɱ̓ٿ
فΖˁ--य़˸ϫe๓ᮠفeΗάࢢ
˂൮ɅพਨeॐশԠႍ߮ᛀgφɃႰ
ᮠԙᅌԕͳ࣌مeᮠࢆං࣌Մe
ҔԹȻ୰ᄚഡk
˜ࠎृفᐿΗҊӺ
ɒeΒݱᮠҊɁؘeݤႮҊᆱ
Ƀ۩ᑡိࠓeژ໕۩Йᘹכeك
ٓ۩лపפeכᎨࠀفɃe۩Й
˜ࢡفᕢʀγgᮠҒ࣌Σe͜ᑻ
ਪԓeєɐԠgพਨʓଢɃயփ؉
ാഡᮠgᮠڑංոྩˤࠪ႕k
Гࠪࡆ
ɹᚻԹفݔʾeʎʪᎸɁg
༑ 4:16-21
ࢡᕢʀγఙܲ௫γe
ܲɒ˜ܬડࢡ˂فɧg߃ዻ႕k
Г
ࠪࡆɹᚻԹفݔʾeʎʪᎸ
Ɂgܲᮠඪઢ̓ݢංոفګȻ࠱
۩Ӳe႕˰ᮠفӺͭfԜ՞ՙɰВk
ᮠϮɱܲʪ˜fᮠֽ߮Ϲʪːفρ
f߮ਪϹʪːུ߰فgȻʚeʎ
ʪᎸɁmԠԹɁmྤଌɁm
እຳ༑˳ိࠓفদ༙e߃ዻΗࡾ൲य़
˸ϫ࠘ϋᑡ༠eཕࣄ΅൲ࠪ΅ف
ੳeАܲˤࠪ߮ҳᮠܬϹիᔜe߃ዻ
ɼᎸeڑܲם̓Ɂɼఽ҆فԓ
ͩg߃ዻˤࠪႤ˰̖۔eణ˟ᮠ
ࠪɮɒɐ̀eੂᮠ୰ύgАܲe
̵ΥᛀȻɒּف͒ܠe̱˜˂Ꮆᅌ
ᓦც˜فρܲΗਫ਼ሃܪԓዸลˁࠏ
فઢভg
ࡊԠe߃ዻՙᮠࠪ࢘ڀفயᙖםʬ
̷બjٳ౪ઢพفଳȻҕڎʦɘɥய
ԠϮ࠱̷બjАܲɼɖˤࠪఙՉԹ
Ϯɱ΅ߍࠪࡽࠀفeϦ΅ࣄਧိف
ࠓڵΗଖԆɃɽԀΖඪංɁg
ଌ്ȻࠏԜˤࠪয়ጛeȻࠏɘ˧ˤࠪ
ථʸgᅜفʸੳeҊࠪ́ˠ̔
ိࠓɽԹg
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Ηᛀɂeڕຒ႕k
ҊࠪଢɃeɼ
ህܲʬɃfѶᖚɃfف̙ݱfָϮ
͇فeயΒ΅ȻຳृՉݡeλݱȻ࠱
ӺgҊࠪயᙖ΅םȻفӺeܲ
ਧෛɽٖفeҊ֦ࠪόயܲ˫
ѼպղeΒݱҊࠪުφȻ࠱ʪːg
ΗӺɽeҊࠪɎ܋ᅜޞԇԔஜ
فfɼࠉٖ߮ف՛lڕຒᘙᙫ႕Ա
ྤeӺɒԇԔЏ˟༘ஜفͭe
ңܲɼ́ॢʯفgߙܲȻ࠱ٖՉ
ߗeּφٖفயȻ΅Չߗe ߙܲȻ
࠱ٖၮՉగ࿚e ּφٖفயȻ΅
ᚯᅧgݱόeΒഡʪ˜ف෴eҊࠪ
ᎸྩԇԔfߗfटfॢ˫فѼպղ
ᄜϹԙᅌԕͳּم႕فk
˜ݤႮҊ
ᆱɃ۩ᑡိࠓeژ໕۩Йᘹכe
۩ٓكлపפeכᎨࠀفɃg
ຟ፥Ϯઽໃ֍ཌྷ̐

ઢւʧိඪީᖇ
ɂ˄ީᖇʧඪઢ
ᐤkݱ๓ᚍʪ˜ف
ᗛҊࠪॸୂʸ๓ᚍʪ˜ּሕفΩֆດ
زeԐݱɁ̲Ԡ˦˘فë́ʸਫӫԐ
̜ࠪᙸڕg
ိඪkݱԕိݚඪ
ᗛਧͫڎၦԕݚɃ̷͜ᇻၦޜ༦ف
ዂพதᄊ˳g

యࠏࢂ
యऍࣨᐌγ࣌
ʪ˜ଢཬʀཬfᖕঢ়˜ઢˁᏞΊᗛּ
φᛀ̱ԴفɃɣe˪ࢡᕢfయ
ʧ̣ά
Ҋࠪ߮ᆇʸഃۻᐌγ̔فς౪eԜ
λݱᄬॄՙʪ˜యفऍࣨՁ൛
ࣄԵgຳɽஊΝຟeயሮ̈́ם
̔ς౪Ί൬ف᎘ෳeᎵЧҊࠪࠉต
ଌʪːయࢂࠏفmҊࠪ́ࠉᇴϟ
ԕͳفمeԜλݱҊࠪفʸᐲkԇ
φृޜЏdeНຮమeᄘۭˤف
ਧภĸĸፚ̷ف༨፡eɼਢܝᄼם܇
̹ႫeʨϦ௫෴ʈయld̨
ͶᄷᄸҊࠪeੂҊࠪفԅమሟםӹ
ɐeੂҊࠪفȻʚຮ༨қɅࣷ֝g
Ηީᖇfᒯ҉fϹ෴ᄪഃɰ̔فς
౪ʓéңΖ᎘ෳԙᅌԕͳم
فkҊּɽفᒯ҉eɼܲ߮
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Ƀɼະفᔩᗈeᄢɒفᖓ
ख़eԜՉᎨࠀٓϮ͇eҙᓀּφ
فlɼܲ߮Ƀੂࠗᓲʙᙁ
فɃeੂΖࢂӺفᆱɃზԹϮɱ
ف۲eӰԹӷӺᚋفɃˤϺ
ްeɼ߮ᑹංГفϪlߙᅜe
Г˰ࢄ߮ੂפͰفeφΥቯפeГف
ථɡੂพԀΖపࡊjГفડ߮Ӹ
ΗГࠏګeɒ˜Ͱف࿚߮ВГ܅ف
ޟgԇࣄeГΥՕ௧eɒ˜̨߮ࠟʒj
Гߙڹҳeᮠ̨႕kҊΗm
Гߙ͇Гɽࣳ಄Ꭸfܠʻ್ຼف
ϹݱՙരفӲᇻeГߙҒГࠗفᓲ
ܬઝᙁفɃeӹᆱٓفʸ
jԇღeГ߮פͰفΗඥถɽʢশe
Гف۹ถੂΥɽʡgɒ˜̨߮ࣄʷ
ზГeΗৣܿʀΖeԜГʸӹe
ԐԜГفᎀਢਫ਼φɊjГੂλݱȻ
ᙢನفᅧeȻ࠱ᐤɼ૦ဳˍف
ݘg
܁ᙫ
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༝ኯตγෲࢡᎶᅌ
ɂ˄Ɇ˂(ܳ౪Ȼ) πɒɀࣄg
ᚯּٶφઢʦȻ΅ਆ˳e͵΅ෲᑤʪ
˜༨̀ȻγʧตȻγفଡᚍm

ཌྷᄩพഃ”ۻయᐌγ”
˂౪: 2 ˄ 6 ˂ (ܳ౪ʔ)
ࣄ: 6 ࣄ POTLUCK;
6 ࣄ 30 ʙ - ܰ˒, ʙԖʧনህ
Ζᒪ: ̹ຳ̶ਨɒᓦਨ
ઢւˁᏞΊ ם2015 γ 12 ˄ 8 ˂ංત
ຳДΝຒɥีຳڀ, ԐංոɁయᐌ
γgݱІφయᐌγ? ̜فະܲ
ʉღ? ҊࠪΥІഃۻຳγ? ᄬॄ
యᐌγφɏ࠱͎ف: ᎘ᜰਧࠏف
ࢂ;Ӱᖮయفෛᔜ; ۩ᑡయفʪ
˜gҊࠪ́ˠᛀຳ, ౫ຳ, л,
৪ᄘ࢟fᄷᄸՙိඪفԓg

Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɐᓦਨ
˜˂ኒ
ࣄkɒʡ  ࣄϯ  ࣄ
ΖᒪkᄚΧᅤɥ෪ຳਨᕋɣพ۫

࠵ɫܪԓ
ԠѶસفʪዙ

ՙʦ̀ׯࣃϹࣄe৭ವΗᘥ٨
ʖ༑ࣂޞӰφɃכʪዙeʦڑл
Ҋࠪeˤ̀כʪዙࣄ̓ܪفԓk
ԇʪeȻ羣ʦ̀כʪዙeஊѩᗛʀ
܅eҲ࠱ɃفʪዙதכதԹʪف
̌ȻᗀeΣᔆ͇ʪዙੂҊࠪفᗛ
સeඪ༢ɒʪمኰeѶસᮠ༢λҊ
ࠪʸɽفᗛસeުφȻ࠱ ɦۨفʪ
ዙeᄌɅˍࠏɁeΤ̘܀સeଣلل
Ζસഡ፯ഡˍݜᘿࣼفʪዙeҲ࠱Ƀ
فʸɽᗔНੵe༙༙ࣼҷفʪዙe
ޱವeᓼᔏɁeʷশଢɃ࢞eӂ
ෳԹe ʪዙɘܲ˪ᅮɊفeɼɖe
ܳ౪ɏ 1 ˄ 
̜ڑΗଢɃف౪સɽeحɁশԠeҲ
St. Angela School ਆၦᎶᅌ
࠱ɃفʸЏ˟ய࠱ʪዙഡe
ҊߙφͳمʀࢡeɎ͋פȻʚෛ ࣄkɒʡ  ࣄ
ʰԱܲ࠱ɦۨéܲeʪዙᑻܲΗ
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨ
ଢɃ౪સɐͶϋᓼᔏɁe ϋفᓼ
्ՙΊုمᖭfҊߙφʹڎف
ᔏeԜɥࡾயૅכɁeӂɃᘪ̜
ܳ౪ɏfʆ
1
˄

˂
ʸeއϯॸଭɮjҊߙӂφ෴e
พͶਢਫ਼ΖحশeܲםeڑφɃάᄳ
̹ຳ̶݉স
Ҋʉღɘɼ္g(࣡ ګ13:2)
Τ႕éॸܲռفᗛસʬҷࠉɁeᮠ
ࣄkɒʡ  ࣄϯ̵ʡ  ࣄ
ბ߮ϥᄮȻɐgʦɃڑΤeռஊɁ
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɒᓦਨ
ʉღᗛસl
ܳ౪ʆ  ˄  ˂
ΤࡠۂΖΓkҊѶસҊفठɃயॸ
ɂ˄Ԟຳ
̹ຳ̶ਨ೩߸
֙ိgఙΗ࠱ࣄ࠲eʪዙਢਫ਼Ζላ
̹ຳ̶ਨɂ˄ͭفԞຳ͇ᕋɣ
ࣄkɒ  ࣄ  ʙϯ  ࣄ  ʙ
͕শԠeԐ˚ᇇᇇفʢশeࠖם
พზeࣄݱɂ˄ʔ˂ɒʡūࣄϯ
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɒᓦਨʧɐᓦਨ
ʪɁgɦۨͶɘ҄ɼЀଣ૭eᐔᐔ
ūȻࣄgʪɁ౫ܘຳ̖eԌृ
ܳ౪ʔ  ˄  ˂
ɐg
ːੂݱઢʦᚻлg
ຳ̶߸
ʦлҊeɦۨܲ࠱ᙸɣeΤת
ᇾΊϿઢʦဠ൶ਆၦm
ࣄkɒʡ 9 ࣄ 45 ʙ(ංพ)
৽فɰВΖᒪܲάྡठֺ
ड̳
Ζᒪkຳਨɂᅤᕋɣพ۫
ଳʆܳ౪˃མ֪ػဗ
౪
eΤɼౚਭҳΤفठɃயॸ৬Ζ
ศδʬลऔ
Ӹ˰ठֺeΤުѶસΤفठɃயॸ̓
УဖᘐᕋɣพੂםȻ˄ɏūȻ˃ଳʆ
ࣄkɒʡ  ࣄϯ  ࣄ  ʙ
ݢ֙ိe֙ိeྩҊࠪϦӲeЏ˟
ܳ౪˃, ūࣄ̵ʧūȻࣄɏūʙᎶᅌ
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɐᓦਨ
ᐤܲ௴ʻ́eڵɎ轉眼ЫணeАܲ
ګɂūʙᘺdზམ֪ػဗg
ᴁٳऔ
ྩםԔɖठɼশفɃeܲڵΝღބ
΅ࣄੂφাГ֪गᏹ়ddڎʦ, ͳ
ࣄɒʡ  ࣄ  ʙϯ  ࣄ  ʙ ੶Ɏֲ̘̀g
Թͳg
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɒᓦਨ
ɼܲȻ࠱ܪԓeϦܲयྤ̓فੳ
ᄬॄ༝ኯตγ
λɃᄰ༠औ ਟႏ 
ෲeᚻɁʀ܅य܀فෲeΝʯɃΗ
ݱɁᄬॄ༝ኯตγe̱ਨੂΗɂ˄ʔ ࣄkɐʡ  ࣄϯ  ࣄ
Ϯɱ֙ိʀ܅eᑻॸ౪સСɃɘ
˂ʧȾ˂˜˂Ꮆᅌݤ܅ᖴ˵ۮၦઢ
Ζᒪkຳਨɂᅤᕋɣพ۫
ॸ֙ိ՛l
ʦeˠྩ͒ٴɥࡾΗ༝ኯตγॄف
ᗛГҊိ੶ိمeͶိkΝݱСɃ
ܳ౪˂ ˄ 31 ˂
ိm
ժᘈȻᒪg
λɃᄰ༠औ ລႏʧߞႏ 
ࣄɒʡ  ࣄ  ʙϯ  ࣄ  ʙ
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౪܁իᔜeܲͫڎɼӹɘɼ̵ᆤٴف
ଌ (ߙ 4:48 ڊГࠪޞӰृᔜՙի
ԓeГࠪᐤܲɼ)ڎ
͇ഃʀਟৃفఘԹृفΨΗ
ɃயΗৃҳयfഃfeָϯʯৃҳ b)Υ΅ຳܲɃȻ̓فᄚ๓eຳɘܲ
ኮ࠱Ƀᗚʨޚၦʪ˜فᗒفڟ༨ೣe
ˤˠفݱयfഃfg
ஊɖˠګφȻᙎཌྷᄩ̋ྔᓀ۔ϻe ߃ዻʧւ࢘ࣄ˦eਧւઢ̵ͫڎف
ᑡߺԯᎵݜ؆ʅޜৠܪفخԓe܅Ԡ Ηത٥eիᔜف̓ॸਬᄊਫ਼ˤࠪف
خऊeϯѻ˰Ƀ՞gӚɦ˜ӱ ڎʸeАܲΗ˜܅ɂɟΝγeΥװҊ
ࠪʍವ౪܁իᔜeఙܲͫڎɼӹɘɼ
ࡊ̱ʙᙖԯᎵeА෴ੳԜˤࠪӸٸ
ɁeϦ˚ᗛʟᔸˁفʌeА́ ̵ᆤٴفᘋ
ΥІᜓիᔜ̓w(ɏɼ̔߮)
੶ܪԓفࢆeԜᔸˁʌφᄊ
ಗeయჳםԹɁؔʟفΖұg a) ɏɼv
ˤࠪΗ̳ɁުॸլΖ͵ਐȻ࠘k 1.ɼ߮הഡޞᚕٴفʀʸ
ІࣄφȻ࠱ΖˁeȻ࠱ࣄeᜓҊࠪ (ڎᄪ-- ӂφޞӰఙܲفڎޜφိفφȻ࠱ตفංոeᜓɥࡾʅޜᄘ࢟e ߙ 20:29)
2.ɼ߮Ψഡൗሔ͜˴فנУʀʸ
ʅޜҏܝfʅޜ෴ᙸl
Աྤeˤࠪʸּ֝߮ҳفe̵ܲȻ (સᄪ -- ɕɼઆʪ˜ف,̨ॸҔԹʪ
࠱ΣفਟۻeȻ࠱ุݙഡ̵ະfՙ ˜-  1:2)
̣فഃʀਟeԇӂφʌeӂφ 3. ɼ߮ᕦഡΪࣣ܁Ԭفᕧశʀʸ
خৠeথφ෴fᄘ࢟ՙઇय़ǵ੶e (෴ᄪ -- ӂφϹڎفᄪܲύ– ف
لϯཌྷᄩفఁe࠱ਟۻո̲౨ එ 2:17 )
˰ଌgՉߗفɃʍΗՉߗeయჳުܲ b) ̔߮v
ᅙлȻ࠱ݔe̜ᑻ߮ɼᓀ֟فᙫɐ 1.߮̈́ෲࢡفʸ̀႑ϮӺʧ൬ሱ
̀g۔ϻྔفᓀɁeৃҳɃʪਟف فeҊࠪੂଌࡊԠҊࠪɲኡφஊΝ
իᔜg(ڎᄪvʪ˜ּᅜᅜΣ)
ᗛસeםᑻܲɁٌg
࠱ഃʀਟพ˰ଌlɟດγԠe 2.߮̈́௫ᅧفʸ̀ٶઇʪ˜ੂʂҊ
Ƀᗚγγ˄˄Ζ౪܁ഡفഃʀਟe ࠪفȻʚ,Ҋࠪੂଌիᔜࣄࣄ˰ଌg
̜̋˘̖ɘΣf̜̋࠙࣡Ԋ־ɘ (સᄪvʪ˜فҊய߮rʪ˜߮فҊ
Σeᗔ༠ఙথॸܲɃfʾᖜɰВٓ ய)
فʴෳlΥװयܲفᅜeɃᗚৃ 3 ߮̈́෴ɃفʸੂիᔜҊࠪف
ҳ֙ိفᗛસeɼఙλɁࡪሚჳfብ ٸɃ
ჳeָއϯܲయჳlດزʀفɃ ᄪৼ࠵ɦ్ഡȻ࠱ፚૅ,Ӻ୷
ᗚeɼˊ࠽པفʀزң́ᄷl ᔍ,ۏفύʀɃفʻeྩԇɃ,ఙܲի
ΥװɃ̓ɼܲȻ࠱ɥయჳeԇღe᎘ ᔜeΒόˤ႕v࠵ɦeҊɲ็Σ
͒፥فܲڑȻ࠱य̵ف௫ফk ፯ ɁeΓ̀ʪਟ (෴ᄪvᗛГفਟԠᐿ)
܅eҊޞӰɁȻ࠱ตʪตΖoo ʪ˜ 4 ߮ʹʸrʹrʹrʹɊف෴˜e
߮΅ɃࠪЀΗȻশooᮠ߮̀ܜˤࠪ Ҋࠪفʪ˜ -- (ӳ 12:30)
ˤህкՖГࠪʉღeГࠪఙВʉღ
ଣɒفȻʚ૭ଙjˠ܅Ͷɘӂφύ
ɛeͶɘӂφయථeӂφڹ໖eӂφ (ߙ 2:5)
ߗมeΒفګͳݱய༨̀Ɂg᎘
ŐŏkŏÒŒ

ʸɫۄ

مΝȻᒪᒪ
߃ዻ͒فիᔜၦᮠॸृف
ݱʉღଌΗӂφ܀ΝΥ߃ዻָւ࢘ࣄ
˦فիᔜ̓wݱʉღիᔜ܀ʯΗृ
ːr˜ઢrઢւӺɒ̓w
a) ʪ˜டଌفڎٳɃeˠᄊ˳
ˤࠪڎفʸgߙܲͫڎΝγʀ܅ʍವ
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